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Important Notice
THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY OR SELL SECURITIES; IT IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES
ONLY. THIS PRESENTATION DOES NOT CONTAIN ALL OF THE INFORMATION THAT WOULD BE MATERIAL TO AN INVESTOR. BY ATTENDING THE
PRESENTATION OR BY READING THE PRESENTATION SLIDES YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND AS FOLLOWS:
This presentation may not be reproduced, re-distributed or published, in whole or in part, in any form to any person.
This document is not a prospectus for any securities. Investors should not subscribe for any securities on the basis of information provided herein.
This presentation has been prepared by Myanmar Investments International Limited (the “Company”) and has not been, and will not be, reviewed or
approved by the Financial Conduct Authority of the United Kingdom, London Stock Exchange plc, Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, The
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the US Securities and Exchange Commission, any US state securities
authority or any other authority or regulatory body. The contents of this presentation have not been approved by an authorised person within the
meaning of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended), the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the laws of Hong
Kong), the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore or by any authorised person in accordance with any legislation in any other
jurisdiction. Reliance on the contents of this presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a
significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.
This presentation is being supplied or made available to you solely for your information and does not constitute or contain any invitation, solicitation,
recommendation, offer or advice to any person to subscribe for, otherwise acquire, or dispose of any securities in the Company or any other entity
in any jurisdiction. The contents of this presentation are strictly confidential and are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not
be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This presentation may be amended and
supplemented and neither the presentation nor any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution, shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection
with, any contract or investment decision in relation to the Company or any other entity. Although the Company has taken all reasonable care to
ensure that the information herein is accurate and correct, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given by or on behalf
of the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates, agents, advisers, other representatives (collectively,
“Representatives”) or any other person as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the
information or the opinions contained herein or any other material discussed at the presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any
of them for any such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions, misstatements or for any other communication written or otherwise.
Neither the Company nor any Representatives nor any other person shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss
howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or any other material discussed at the presentation or their contents or otherwise arising in
connection with the presentation. The views reflected herein are solely those of the Company and are subject to change without notice. All estimates,
projections, valuations and statistical analyses are provided to assist the recipient in the evaluation of the matters described herein and may be based
on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different results, and to the extent that
they are based on historical information, they should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future performance. Certain analysis is presented
herein and is intended solely for purposes of indicating a range of outcomes that may result from changes in market parameters. It is not intended
to suggest that any outcome is more likely than another, and it does not include all possible outcomes or the range of possible outcomes, one of
which may be that the investment value declines to zero.
This presentation may include forward-looking statements that reflect the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations. Forward-looking
statements involve all matters that are not historical by using the words “may”, “will”, “would”, “should”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate”,
“target”, “believe” and similar expressions or their negatives. Such statements are made on the basis of assumptions and expectations that the
Company currently believes are reasonable, but could prove to be wrong. Any forward-looking statements made by or on behalf of the Company
speak only as at the date of this presentation. Save as required by any applicable laws or regulations, the Company undertakes no obligation publicly
to release the results of any revisions to any forward-looking statements in this document that may occur due to any change in its expectations or to
reflect events or circumstances after the date of this document.
No statement in the presentation is intended to be, nor should be construed, as a profit forecast. Neither the Company nor its directors will be obliged
to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this presentation with additional information or to correct any
inaccuracies which may become apparent. The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided as at the date of this presentation
and are subject to change without notice.
This presentation is being distributed (and its content being presented) on request only to and is directed to a select number of invited persons who
have knowledge and experience in financial and business matters. The distribution of this presentation may be restricted by law and persons into
whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions imposed by law. Any failure to comply
with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of any such other jurisdictions. By accepting this presentation, you agree to be bound
by the foregoing instructions and limitations.
The Company’s securities have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securities authority or
any other regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing passed upon or endorsed the merits of this document. Any representation to the
contrary is unlawful.
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Myanmar Today
Myanmar’s pace of modernisation has been rapid
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Executive Summary
A rare opportunity to invest in attractive businesses in Myanmar today
Myanmar is a country that is now providing exciting investment opportunities
• 51 million people / 2nd largest land-mass in ASEAN
• The last few years have seen significant political, legal and economic reforms
that have opened up the country
• IMF projects GDP growth for Myanmar to average 7.5% p.a. through 2022

MIL is a well-established investment platform …
• Quoted on AIM in June 2013; and headquartered in Yangon with an
experienced team of 10 investment professionals
• Led by Aung Htun (Seamico, Thai Strategic, Kleinwort Benson) and Mike Dean
(CLSA, Prudential) along with an independent and experienced board

Myanmar is ripe with
investment
opportunities

MIL has established a
strong foundation in
Myanmar…

… with an attractive portfolio …
• MIL’s first two investments have proved that Myanmar is investible with
opportunities for both short-term gains as well as long term dividends:
o Second largest independent Telecoms tower company ($21m cost for 9.3%
shareholding) in a high growth sector with strong management and growing
co-location; $250m debt from the United States’ Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (“OPIC”) obtained with attractive exit in c2 years
o Microfinance joint venture ($2m for 37.5%) is a fast growing and profitable
business model with a sustainable expansion plan and zero NPLs; this is a
JV with Norwegian Government’s DFI to hold for long term growth and yield

… with a proven track
record …

… and an exciting pipeline of business investment opportunities…
• Signed two MOUs and are in the process of finalizing JVs for a pharmacy chain
and a tour operator, with the funds to start both
• MIL has a strong proprietary pipeline of opportunities at an advanced level of
evaluation which encapsulates the Company’s focus on consumer and
capacity-constrained situations: healthcare, retail, fintech and traditional
financial services platforms, technology and energy sectors
• MIL is now looking to raise capital to consummate the investment pipeline

… and a strong
pipeline of
investment
opportunities.

… with a disciplined investment approach
• MIL’s four-year learning curve means we are focused on what is attractive AND
feasible
• Entrepreneurial but disciplined: the Company’s immediate priority is to invest
but eventually also generate fee income
• MIL focuses on situations with an acute supply verses demand imbalance
• MIL has the ability to bring in foreign third parties as JV partners, managers,
mentors as appropriate

MIL has implemented
a rigorous evaluation
process
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Executive Summary

A Share in MIL gives an investor:

Investors are buying into an established investment company
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Introduction to Myanmar
Investments

Pansodan Street: daily traffic jams of imported cars against a backdrop of shops
selling imported consumer products

Introduction to Myanmar Investments

Objectives & Strategy
MIL’s strategy has been designed to build a long term sustainable business
MIL has a clear strategy for investing in Myanmar
• Stay focused on specific sectors and the business development process.
• Actively manage risk minimisation/reward maximisation to produce superior
long term returns by:
o identifying sectors with strong growth;
o identifying credible partners or proven management teams; and
o looking to de-risk the business where needed through bringing in additional
managers, mentors or strategic partners.
• MIL’s permanent capital structure allows us to optimise returns by determining
the point and method of monetisation, enabling us to make both long and short
term investments.
• Target returns of 30%+ / 3x capital, pre-leverage:
o Capital gains, dividends and fee generation;
o Maximise returns by exiting at the right time; and
o Focus on value creation and monetisation.
MIL’s investment is guided by the following criteria
• Majority or minority (with commensurate negative control provisions) equity
investments
• Must be able to demonstrate a clear path to cash flows and sustainable margins
• Must be working capital efficient and/or receptive to leverage
• Must be capable of becoming a top three player with strong franchise value in
its sector, so MIL will back:
1. Proven entrepreneurs in need of expansion capital and open to MIL’s
corporate governance requirements; or
2. Foreign corporates looking for a strong local anchor to help them succeed in
Myanmar
• The challenge is not in finding the deals – opportunities abound – but in selecting
the right partners and maintaining rigorous discipline throughout the investment
process
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A focused
strategy
optimizes
risk/reward to
produce strong
long-term
returns
Permanent
capital structure
provides
investment
flexibility

Clearly defined
investment
criteria

Portfolio
Existing investments with significant upside potential

Mobile phone penetration has surged from 5% to 75% in 2 years and
Data usage has far outstripped expectations coming in at an ARPU of US$4+

Portfolio

Portfolio, MOUs and Pipeline

Portfolio

MOUs

Pipeline

Apollo Towers
US$21m; 9.3%

PharmaCo
cUS$1m initially; scaling up to
cUS$5m with roll-out

Hospital
cUS$20m; control stake

Telecom tower JV

Pharmaceutical
beauty care JV

Existing profitable hospital

Invested July 2015

MOU signed February 2017

MFIL
US$2m; 37.5%

TourCo
cUS$1m initially; scaling up to
cUS$5m with roll-out

Retailer
cUS$5m; significant minority
with negative control

Microfinance JV

Tour operator/travel agency JV

Chain of mobile phone retail
shops

Invested August 2014

MOU signed March 2017

health

and

FinTech
cUS$5m; significant minority
with negative control

Mobile money platform
Restaurants
cUS$3m
Multi-brand restaurant
operator
Others
US$23m
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cUS$2m initially increasing to
cUS$10m over 2-3 years

cUS$33+m

Portfolio

Current Portfolio and MOUs
Attractive investments with clear embedded upside

Portfolio
Investment Criteria
Sector with
strong growth
Credible
management

De-risked
investment
Majority or minority
equity investments
Strong cash flows
and sustainable
margins
Leverage

Proven
entrepreneurs
Exit strategy

MOUs*

Apollo Towers

MFIL

PharmaCo

TourCo

Yes: Telecom

Yes: Microfinance

Yes: Consumer

Yes: Tourism

Yes

MIL-recruited
new CEO

Leading local
operator

Strong partners

New CEO;
new systems

Minority with
downside
protection
Yes

Jointly controlled

MIL brought in an
experienced
entrepreneur to
be the partner
and CEO
Both are
experienced and
proven partners
Jointly controlled

OPIC loan
US$250m

US$2m of $5m
done; balance by
mid-year
Yes

Yes
Prepare for exit in
c2 years

Yes

Being built for
expansion and
diversification

New CFO and
systems
Jointly controlled

Yes, based on
experience in
Vietnam
Later for trade
finance facilities

Yes

Later for the
tourism assets

Yes x2

Yes

Trade sale or
listing exit in 5
years

Initial public
offering in 5 years

*The MOUs have been signed and we expect the definitive joint venture documents to be signed within
the next few months
•

The Company’s NAV today is based on historic cost and does not reflect any embedded upside
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Portfolio

Apollo Towers: Value Enhancing features
Attractive Sector
• Telenor and Ooredoo are major multinational creditworthy customers
• Explosive growth of mobile penetration from the world’s lowest at 2% in 2011
to more than 75% today
• Strong co-location:
o Unique market: TowerCos rather than operators are driving the initial
roll-out and can locate sites to maximize future co-location
possibilities
o Proximity regulations: minimises duplicate infrastructure
o High data usage: higher tower density
o Imminent entry of Myanmar’s new operator, MyTel, and the
country’s multiple new internet service providers to drive additional
co-location
o Growth of additional services such as ISP and 4G networks will
increase co-location and ROI per tower
Company Dynamics
• Strong international shareholder group
• Experienced management team
• Financial backing from OPIC – US$250m loan
• Delivering world class service levels to its customers
MIL added value
• Proactive participation in OPIC loan procurement
• On the ground support and co-ordination
• Provision of local knowledge and insights
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Market leader in a
fast-growing sector

First world customers

Strong shareholders
and management

US$250m gearing
from OPIC

Portfolio

Apollo Towers: Summary of the Investment
Investment
• MIL organised a syndicate of investors for a total investment of US$31m
with MIL contributing US$21m
• The syndicate has invested through an SPV, “MIL4”
• MIL4 owns 14% of Apollo and MIL owns 66.7% of MIL4 for a 9.3% effective
stake in Apollo

A significant
investment with
strong growth
prospects and a
clear exit
strategy

Joint Venture Partners
• Sanjiv Ahuja: Ex-Chairman of Orange; Founder of Eaton Towers, Africa
• TPG: the middle market and growth equity investment platform of TPG, the
global private investment firm with over US$70bn AUM
• LIM: US$2bn hedge fund manager, co-investor in MIL4 and substantial
shareholder in MIL

World class
partners

Performance since initial investment (July 2015)
• High-paced growth: Apollo has nearly doubled its tower portfolio to 1,800
towers since investment
• Secured financial backing: Secured and commenced drawdown of
US$250m OPIC loan facility
• Co-location: Has exceeded expectations

Telecom towers are increasingly
ubiquitous on the Myanmar skyline
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Growth in tower
portfolio AND
co-location

Portfolio

Apollo Towers: Growth Prospects
Ready for the next growth stage
• Solid EBITDA base from the existing 1,800 tower portfolio
• US$250m loan facility from OPIC positions Apollo for the next growth stage
• Apollo targets to build an additional 2,000 towers in the next phase of
Myanmar’s tower rollout
Tower Company Value Drivers
• Number of towers: higher EBITDA base
• Co-location: higher EBITDA per tower
• Value creation: tower portfolios trade at a significant premium to cost
• Gearing: amplifies the ROE
Tenancy ratios are a key value driver for a tower company

Sector
comparables
point to strong
embedded value
Significant uplift
in value created
over cost of
towers
Addition of
leverage
dramatically
enhances ROE

Comparable Tower Companies in Indonesia

14,562

Solusi Tunas
Pratama
6,938

11,346

Enterprise Value (EV)* US$3,240m

US$3,485m

US$1,138m

US$2,621m

EV / Tower

US$258,418

US$239,338

US$164,052

US$220,603

Construction Cost

US$100,000

US$100,000

US$100,000

US$100,000

% Uplift from Cost

158%

139%

64%

121%

Name
#Towers

*As of 10 April 2017.
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Tower Bersama
12,539

Sarana Menara

Sector Average

Portfolio

MFIL: Value Enhancers
MIL’s proactive management style has enhanced the embedded sector growth
Attractive Sector
• Demand far outstrips supply: large informal lending market to be tapped
• Supportive government and DFIs
Company dynamics
• Strong community bonds underwrite the “group lending” methodology: zero NPLs
• Limited exposure to “weather/disease dependent” sectors eg farming, livestock
• Profitable on very low leverage
• Will continue to grow the core group lending business and expand geographical
coverage
MIL added value
• MIL recruited an experienced CEO
• Installed international systems and procedures
• Initiated Kyat-denominated debt facility discussions
• Has driven product development: single borrower products, SME lending, deposit
taking, channel development

Myanmar has many budding entrepreneurs,
but lack of access to capital can often inhibit their progress
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High potential
sector
characterised by
supply/demand
imbalance

Proven business
model, adapted
for local success

MIL is actively
driving progress

Portfolio

MFIL: Summary of the Investment
Rapid growth since investment
Investment
• Total amount invested by MIL: US$2m
• Shareholding structure: MIL 37.5%; Myanmar Finance Co (local partner) 37.5%;
Norfund 25%
Performance from initial investment in September 2014 to February 2017
• Loan portfolio: grown from US$800k to US$5.7m (CAGR = 148%)
• No. of borrowers: grown from c.10,000 borrowers to c.42,000 borrowers (CAGR
= 78%)
• Average loan size increased from US$90 to US$135 per borrower (c5 to 20 in a
Group)
• Branches: 7 open (4 in Yangon, 3 in Bago) up from 5; one more Yangon branch
to open in May 2017
• Products: launched a new micro-business product to complement strong
growth in Group loans
• Debt funding: US$2m of Kyat-denominated debt facilities now in place
• Profitable: (FY 2015/16 c.US$50k) despite investment in upgraded overheads
and systems since investment; expecting second consecutive year of increased
net profitability in FY 2016/17

Partners
carefully chosen
to add value

Since the initial
investment,
impressive
performance
has been
achieved

Additional
leverage will
accentuate the
growth

Microfinance provides access to capital that can be used to start or expand micro businesses
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Portfolio

MFIL: Growth Prospects
Microfinance is a sector with a proven history of growth, profitability and value creation for
shareholders
Wide interest
rate spread =
substantial profit
margin

Profitable business model
• Lending at an annual interest rate of 30% (Government cap) vs target borrowing
at c13%
• Zero NPLs

1.6x

7.8x

MFI’s in other Asian/African countries have successfully
listed and exhibit healthy valuations

(500)

ACLEDA Loan Portfolio

Case Studies
ACLEDA Cambodia

•
•

•

Started in 1993 by UNDP to provide micro-credit to impoverished Cambodians
Grew its core business and diversified into other financial services and
transformed into a full-service regional commercial bank: net profit of US$127m
and a loan portfolio of US$2.8bn
Global banking giants have now invested valuing Acleda at nearly US$900m
representing a 2.4x book value and 11.3x price-earnings at the time of the
transaction

Prasac
•
•
•

Started in 1995 by the EU as a development project
Corporatised in 2007 and by 2015/2016 had net profit of US$46m and a loan
portfolio of US$853m
In March 2017, Bank of East Asia and Lanka ORIX partnered to acquire a majority
stake in Prasac, valuing it at 2.7x book value and 7.4x price-earnings
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2015

Kenya

2013

Equity Group
Holdings

500

2011

12.1x

2009

2.2x

2007

Indonesia

1,500

2005

Bank Rakyat
Indonesia

2,500

2003

17.8x

India

3,500

21
28
41
66
100
160
219
468
544
752
1,016
1,265
1,479
2,007
2,508
2,841

4.1x

SKS
Microfinance

Impressive Loan Growth for ACLEDA Bank

2001

Country

PriceEarnings
Ratio

Loan Portfolio,
US$ millions

Name

Price-toBook Ratio

Regional
case
studies illustrate
enormous
potential from
humble
beginnings:
¨ ACLEDA
Cambodia
grew from a
microfinance
company to
a full service
commercial
bank
¨ Prasac
Cambodia
achieved
similar
success

MOUs

Pharmacy, health and beauty products JV

Tourism JV

MOUs

Potential Pharmacy Investment
MIL to invest into a pharmacy, health and beauty products JV with industry veterans
•

In February 2017 MIL signed an MOU to set up a
pharmacy, healthcare and personal care product
joint venture in Myanmar

•

MIL is excited at the prospects for the pharmacy,
healthcare and personal care retail sector given
the expected rise in consumer spending power

•

McKinsey has predicted that the middle and
affluent classes in Myanmar are set to boom in
the coming years and this segment could grow to
19 million people by 2030, tripling consumer
spending from US$35 billion to US$100 billion

•

To capture the potential of the consumer sector,
MIL brought in JV partners, including:
1. an experienced retail group that runs over 50
pharmacy, health and beauty outlets in a neighbouring ASEAN country;
and
2. an entrepreneur with decades of experience leading Asian-based retail
concepts in 9 countries including Wal-Mart in Korea and India, VinMart in
Vietnam and Reliance Markets in India

•

The JV will set up a professional and modern pharmacy, health and beauty
business which is a new retail concept in Myanmar but is proven in ASEAN
countries like Thailand and Vietnam

•

The JV will target opening six stores in Year 1 and then ramp up once the
business model is proven

•

MIL is in the process of negotiating final terms with the joint venture partners
and is aiming to finalise contracts for this investment within the next few
months

•

As an active and Myanmar based shareholder, MIL is providing on the ground
support eg site selection, staff recruitment and setting up the financial
systems and controls for the JV
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Capitalising on
expected rise in
consumer
spending
MIL has sourced
key industry
veterans as
partners
Final documents
nearing
completion

Plan is to start
modest and
then scale up
when business
model is proven

MOUs

Potential Tourism Investment
Tourism joint venture will combine tour operator business with tourism assets
•

In March 2017 MIL signed an MOU with a well-established local tour operator
and travel agent to set up a joint venture company that will acquire its existing
business and platform which we will help develop further as well as invest in
tourism related assets

JV with a wellestablished tour
operator and
travel agent

•

The tourism sector in Myanmar is experiencing rapid growth with the number of
arrivals growing at a CAGR of 40% between 2010 and 2016 to 6 million and
continued growth over the next several years

Tourism in a
rapid growth
phase

•

MIL is in the process of negotiating final terms and is aiming to finalise contracts
for this investment within the next few months

•

The proposed joint venture travel agency is profitable

•

More importantly it will act as a spring board for further investments that will
benefit from the growth in tourist arrivals where the JV can direct incoming
tourists to its other business lines such as hotels, restaurants, and attractions

•

The JV partners are well respected within the Myanmar tourism industry having
built up the existing business over the past 20 years
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JV will provide
foundation for
other tourism
related
investments
Final terms near
completion

Pipeline
Strong pipeline in sectors having high growth potential

Pipeline

Pipeline
Strong pipeline calls for an additional round of equity fundraising
Consumer
• Nascent sectors with limited and small current players but experience in other
ASEAN economies indicate significant growth prospects
• Driven by the growth of the Middle and Affluent Class (“MAC”) and the increase
in disposable income
• Scalable opportunities often can start small (at US$1m+) but will need to invest
more as the business/branches roll out
• Have a panel of experienced retail executives ready to deploy as advisers,
mentors or board members
• Objective: to develop market leading franchises that can be sold to
multinationals in 3 to 5 years
• Opportunities in: retailing, healthcare and family entertainment
Capacity-constrained opportunities
• Larger ticket opportunities: US$5m to US$25m and therefore we will syndicate
for a fee/carried interest
• These focus on shortages of soft infrastructure (eg financial services, education)
and hard infrastructure (eg utilities)
• Working with proven international companies
• All are capable of securing third party DFI debt
• Opportunities in: education, power generation and waste management
All are either
• Established local businesses looking for expansion capital
• Foreign businesses who are leaders in their field entering the market to fill a
void

All pipeline opportunities meet our investment criteria and contain
significant MIL value creation elements
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Focused on two
key types of
opportunities:
¨
consumer
¨
capacityconstrained
Consumer
opportunities
seek to
capitalize on the
rapid growth
and increasing
spending of the
MAC
Capacityconstrained
opportunities
seek to
capitalize on the
inherent
imbalance
between supply
and demand

Pipeline

Evaluation Process
This is a “big picture” process example; each investment is different
MIL Investment
Committee

Step 1
UNDERSTAND

• Preliminary review
of data

MIL Investment
Committee

Step 2
AGREE

• Indicative term
sheet

MIL Board

Step 3
COMPLETION

• External adviser
due diligence

• No external advisers • “De-risk” the
• Documentation
business (add
• Multiple meetings
• Typically 6-10
managers, mentors
weeks but may be
• Typically 2-4 weeks
or strategic
longer if approvals
from when
partners)
are needed
sufficient data is
• Memorandum of
received
• Closing conditions
Understanding
precedent
(“MOU”)
• Typically 2-3 weeks
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Step 4
BUILD

• Implement 100
Day Plan
• Monitor progress

Pipeline

Proprietary Pipeline
MIL’s Investment Focus

Consumer
• Day to day
needs/desires
• Mass market
• Scalable
• Low capex

Sector
Consumer

Capacity
Constrained
• Strong demand
coupled with
supply shortage
• Barriers to
entry

Have
•

Pharmacy*

Healthcare
Financial Services

•

Microfinance

Tourism

•

Tour agency*

•

Towers

Education
Infrastructure
Agriculture
*MOUs signed
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• High capex
• Concessions
• Strong cashflow
• Leverage,
especially from
DFIs

Looking at
•
•
•

Consumer electronics
retail chain
Fast food chain
Hospital

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile payment
HP/leasing
Hotels
Restaurants
Preschool
College / secondary school
Solar

•
•

Animal feed
Food processor / exporter

Ideas
•
•

Car care chain
Optician chain

•
•
•

Diagnostic chain
Clinic chain
Insurance

Pipeline

Proprietary Pipeline (continued)
MIL is looking specifically at identified opportunities in:
Sector
Healthcare

Select Opportunities
• US$20m equity to buy a controlling stake of a long established and profitable
hospital
• MIL will bring in a reputable regional healthcare services provider as co-investor
• Follow on investment to upgrade the facilities
• Healthcare has been an attractive sector in all of Asia’s countries as they have passed
through this period of economic growth

Retailing

•
•
•
•

US$5m investment in a long established and profitable electronic goods retail chain
MIL will bring in a proven electronic goods retailer as co-investor
Scope to expand the chain further
Consumer demand for telecom and related products continues unabated

FinTech

•

US$5m phased equity investment for a significant minority stake in a mobile
financial services company
JV partners are 1) a well-established ASEAN financial services group and 2) a
prominent, well regarded conglomerate in Myanmar
Sector still at an early stage with no dominant operator, leaving opportunity for an
operator with the right business model and local infrastructure to capture and
dominate the market

•
•

Restaurants

•
•
•
•
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US$3m equity investment for an interest in a multi-brand restaurant operator
Partners are a strong and experienced restaurant operator with proven execution
capabilities in Myanmar
Strong synergies with MIL’s other advanced stage deals
Myanmar has a severe shortage of quality restaurants leaving room for a strong
operator with good execution capability

More About
Myanmar
Investments

More About Myanmar Investments

Leadership and Credentials
A proven professional team with decades of Asian experience now resident in Yangon
Leadership
• Co-founders Aung Htun and Mike Dean are private equity professionals with a strong regional
track record of investment, entrepreneurial ventures and profitable exits
• Aung and Mike, who have been business partners for over 8 years, are supported by an
experienced independent board and solid initial investors
• Aung and Mike have built a Yangon-based team of 10 professionals that is close-knit, wellrounded, with broad based diverse backgrounds (some Burmese, some foreign) and
complementary skillsets who together have been tried, tested and perfected via MIL’s initial
investments
• MIL provides investors with a highly disciplined and conservative investment process into one of
the most promising growth opportunities of this era
Aung Htun
• Founder / CEO Seamico Securities in
Thailand (one of Thailand’s largest
securities companies)
• Founder Thai Strategic Capital (private
equity business)
• M&A team with Kleinwort Benson in
London
• Hands-on and proven experience in
starting and building companies
• Extensive range of regional contacts
• Half Burmese

Mike Dean
• Ex Head of CLSA Investment Banking/ CoHead of Private Equity
• Formerly Director of Prudential plc’s Asian
private equity arm; set up the Vietnam
fund management business
• FCA with Arthur Andersen & Co
• Strong operating experience as CFO of an
Asian shipping group
• British; 30+ years in Asia

Mike Dean (first left) and U Aung Htun (second from right), founders of MIL, with
Daw Yin Yin Myint and U Htet Nyi, our local joint venture partners in MFIL.
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More About Myanmar Investments

History
Foundation built: now scaling up
Target: to develop MIL into a +US$100m investment vehicle by 2018 BUT raise
equity in line with our pipeline:
• June 2013: IPO US$6m
• December 2014: Additional fund raise US$4m (following the investment in
MFIL)
• July 2015: Additional fund raise US$20m (for the investment in Apollo Towers)
+ co-investor of US$10m
• September 2016: Additional fund raise US$4m (to invest into two joint
ventures)
MIL chose to list on AIM for the following reasons
• Ability to scale the operation and in due course access the debt market for
leverage
• Permanent capital: enabling MIL to optimise monetisation timing
• Provide investors with a clear road to capital growth, liquidity and a
stepping stone to a larger market
• High standards of Corporate Governance and Transparency
• Visibility: particularly to significant pool of institutional and retail investors with
interest in emerging and frontier markets
Since the AIM admission in 2013
• MIL has screened an extensive list of opportunities
• Approximately 200 opportunities in 4 years across a wide range of sectors
• 95% sourced by management (there are few intermediated opportunities in
Myanmar)
• This has enabled us to determine our “sweet spot” and focus our approach to
where we can add value and generate the best returns
Recent developments
• Appointed Investec as our corporate broker who are strongly positioned to
promote the Company and are also making a market in the Company's shares
– since appointment, MIL share liquidity has increased over 3x
• Stewart Investors (previously known as First State), an established international
fund manager, became a c10% shareholder in mid-2015
• Increasing our value adding / business building capabilities by recruiting a
senior executive whose sole role is to assist our investee companies upgrade
their reporting and control systems
• Considering an additional listing in Asia to improve liquidity
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En route to a
US$100m
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vehicle

Significant
advantages to
listing

Investments
selected from a
wide variety of
internallysourced
opportunities

Actively
developing our
investment
platform

More About Myanmar Investments

Overview of the Corporate Structure
Optimal structure provides a listed entity with high corporate governance into one of the
world’s most exciting Frontier Market stories
•
•
•

The investment framework is proven having been in place for nearly 4 years
Anchor Investors include a mix of Asian family offices and institutional investors
Many early-stage investors were prior investors in ventures led by Aung

With this strong foundation, MIL is confident of its ability to materially grow its capital base
and improve its trading liquidity over the next two years
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Professional Advisers

Broker
Nominated Adviser
(“Nomad”)
Independent Auditor

Registrar

Legal Adviser (Myanmar)

Legal Adviser (UK)

Legal Adviser (BVI)
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Corporate Governance
International standard corporate governance discipline firmly ingrained
•
•
•
•

Our operations and investments are confirmed as Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”)
compliant
MIL has adopted the Quoted Companies Alliance’s Corporate Code for Small and Mid-Size
Quoted Companies 2013
MIL’s two existing investments are co-funded by global DFIs: OPIC (US) and Norfund (Norway)
MIL is fully compliant with the UK’s Anti Bribery Act

A strong independent board of professionals provide oversight on strategy and corporate governance:
William Knight (Chairman)
• Chairman of JP Morgan Chinese Investment Trust
• Former Director of Fidelity Asian Values Trust
• Former head of Far East merchant banking of the Lloyds Bank
Group
• Former head of Lloyds Bank Fund Management
• Considerable experience on Boards of companies investing
in emerging and frontier economies

Chris Appleton
• Headed Asian arm of Fox-Pitt Kelton
• Former Managing Director and head of Asian equity sales
team at Salomon Smith Barney
• Former Head of Investment Advisory Products at HSBC
Private Bank
• Over 32 years of Asian equity sales and research

Craig Martin
• Co-CEO & Fund Head at CapAsia, a private equity fund
manager investing in emerging markets
• Former Investment Director of Prudential’s Vietnam private
equity business
• Former Associate Director of the Asian private equity arm of
Standard Chartered

Henrik Bodenstab
• Partner at Trilantic Capital Partners Europe
• Chairman of the Board Meridian 10 Holding AG
• Former Managing Partner of Wünsche Group and founder of
Globaltronics, the consumer products division of the
company
• Formerly of The Boston Consulting Group
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Consumer spending power is expanding rapidly

Myanmar: Why Invest Now?

Why Invest Now?
There is a significant imbalance between the external perception of risk and the reality on the
ground
Significantly de-risked
Myanmar is significantly de-risked as a direct result of the peaceful transition and
broad-based reform movement initiated in 2010:
• Political reform – culminating in the first democratically elected government in
half a century
• Legal reform – legal framework continues to improve
• Foreign investment – strong interest from multinationals across the business
spectrum
• Freer media and communication
• Ethical reform – anti-corruption, anti-money laundering, anti-drug trafficking
• Ethnic reform – process of national reconciliation is underway
• US Sanctions – lifted in October 2016 along with reinstatement to the US’
preferred tariff system; this is expected to catalyse FDI and economic
development

Growth
•

•

Economic growth is high (~7.5% pa) and with natural resources, strategic
positioning and favourable demographics is projected to remain at this level for
the next several years
Coming from a low base and with limited international trade the economy is
less susceptible to external forces (except gas, as it is a net exporter)

Well-endowed with abundant natural advantages
•
•
•
•

51 million people with significant catch-up potential
It has significant natural resources: hydrocarbons, fertile land, minerals,
precious stones, forests and water
It is strategically located between China, India and Thailand, 35% of the world’s
population
Strategically important to China’s One Belt One Road strategy providing direct
access to the Indian Ocean
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transformational
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country
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positioned to
continue rapid
development in
the years to
come

Myanmar: Why Invest Now?

Next Steps
MIL provides access to today’s most exciting frontier-market growth story
• Myanmar is now “back on the map” with a democratically elected Government in
place embedding the reform process
• Forecast growth prospects for the country are strong: exceeding ~7.5%pa through
2022
• MIL has been on the ground for four years:
o Has an established portfolio
o A proven team on the ground
o An extensive local network
o An exciting pipeline of investment opportunities
o Our seed investors bore the political risk and the start-up costs
• MIL’s structure:
o Has strong leadership
o Provides an evergreen investment platform
o Has strong embedded corporate governance

Modern retail concepts are expected to gain an increasing share
of the consumer’s wallet
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Myanmar’s
development is
real and is now
being noticed
With a strong
foundation in
place and years
of experience
under way, MIL
is the best way
to invest in
Myanmar

Appendix 1 - Myanmar
Summary
•
•
•

Reforms
Economic / Demographic Drivers
Strategic Importance

Junction City – one of many recent projects breaking ground to add
to the rapidly transforming urban landscape

Appendix 1: Myanmar Summary

Myanmar Summary – Reforms
The reform process started with the last Government in 2011
Strong Reform Momentum
• All US sanctions against the country have been lifted and Myanmar has been re-admitted into the
US’ preferred tariff system
• Removed from Financial Action Task Force (FATF) “Black List” in February 2016 and the “Grey List”
in June 2016 due to significant progress in addressing AML deficiencies; the country is no longer
subject to monitoring
• NLD won the election of November 2015, considered by the international community to be “free
and fair,” by a landslide; NLD Government took power with the new president, U Htin Kyaw, sworn
in on 30 March 2016
Legal Reforms
• Foreign Investment Law amended
• New Company Law expected soon
• Signed the New York Arbitration Convention
• Financial Institutions Law passed in January 2016
• Condominium Law passed in January 2016, granting foreign nationals the right to purchase
certain condominium apartments
• Regulatory framework for e-money issued on 3 May 2016
• Myanmar Investment Law passed in October 2016, further streamlining the investment
process
• Companies Act, which will allow foreign ownership of Myanmar companies, being finalised
and expected to be passed in the current fiscal year
Ripe for FDI
• Foreign bank licences (13 issued)
• Mobile telecoms auction: Licenses received by Telenor and Ooredoo in January 2014, and by
Viettel in January 2017
• Onshore and offshore oil & gas auctions (winners include Chevron, ConocoPhillips, BG, Shell
and Total)
• Companies such as Coca-Cola, Ford, General Motors, KFC (Yum! Brands), Japan’s JGC and
Vietnam’s HAGL Group have all established operations in Myanmar
• FDI: FY2016/17 was US$6.6bn, down from US$9.5bn the year before but trending up from
US$4.1m in FY2013/14.
o FY2015/16 was an outlier given surge in FDI in telecoms and oil and gas
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Myanmar Summary – Reforms (continued)
Investors are responding to clear indications of reform and the developments over the past 3
years reaffirm MIL’s timing and strategy
Freer media and communications
• Abolishes pre-publication
media censorship
• Allows private
newspapers for first time
in almost 50 years
• Opens telecoms network
to foreign investment
• Liberalisation of the
telecommunications
sector and freedom of
the internet
• Peaceful demonstrations
allowed
Ethical reform
• Anti-corruption and antimoney laundering laws
introduced
• Commitment to UN antidrug trafficking
• Signed Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
Ethnic conflict
• A process of national reconciliation has started; the 21st Century Panglong Conference
series was established in 2016 to further assist
• A draft national ceasefire agreement has been signed between the 16 warring factions and
the Government
• Advisory Commission on Rakhine state was established, led by former UN Secretary General
Kofi Annan, to proactively address human rights abuses
Politics
• Thousands of political prisoners (starting with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi) released
• Freedom to establish political parties means there are now 90+ parties
• April 2016: Daw Aung San Sui Kyi’s NLD party formed a new democratically elected
government
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Myanmar Summary – Reforms (continued)
Myanmar’s reforms of the past seven years have driven real change

7 Years Ago

Today

Military dictatorship

Civilian democracy

Press

Censored

Liberalised

Political prisoners

Thousands

Few

Western (US, Europe, etc)

None

Blacklisted

Not subject to monitoring

Under house arrest

State counsellor

Government

Sanctions
FATF
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi

(de facto President)
FDI

US$329 million

US$6.6 billion

Foreign Banks

None

Thirteen

Mobile penetration

2.7%

75%

US$3,000

US$1.10

Cost of SIM Card
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Myanmar Summary – Reforms (continued)
The actions of the administration led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi thus far “constitute a secure
down-payment on the transformational measures that will follow in the years ahead.” – Sean
Turnell, Government economic adviser
Notable milestones under the new administration led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
• Facilitated the lifting of international sanctions, notably by the United States, and readmittance
of the country to the US’ preferred tariff system
• Successfully initiated a bond tender which will be the basis for future budgetary increases in
health, education, infrastructure etc
• A program to privatise state-owned enterprises has been initiated, including a restructuring of
state banks
• Jade mining licenses have been suspended until the sector can “be the location of shared revenue
that could prove transformational”
• Providing loans to entrepreneurs, and establishment of a credit guarantee insurance system to
facilitate loans for entrepreneurs who could not provide collateral
• To improve healthcare, the administration has introduced the Myanmar National Health Plan, is
rebuilding the Rangoon General Hospital and providing cash transfers to new mothers
• Initiated a National Education Plan to transform the education system from pre-school to
university

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, State Counsellor and implicit leader of Myanmar. Photo
courtesy of Time Magazine.
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Myanmar Summary - Economic/ Demographic Drivers

Strong embedded fundamental drivers will propel growth
• McKinsey report (June 2013)1:
• Consumer class could rise from 2.5m in 2013 to 19m by 2030, thereby tripling consumer
spending from US$35bn to US$100bn
• 10 million more urban dwellers by 2030
• Potential to achieve US$200bn+ GDP by 2030 = 4x present levels
• Large working population: estimated at 66% plus c4m overseas who could return home
• Significant youthful demographic (15-29 = c25% of the population) and low dependency ratio (52%
in 2014)
• Low labour costs: minimum wage cUS$3.00 per 8-hour working day
• Well-endowed with significant natural resources: hydrocarbons, fertile land, minerals, precious
stones, forests and water resources
• Emerging in the Digital Era: it will leapfrog many phases of economic evolution eg mobile money
Economic results
• GDP forecast to average 7.5% pa through 20222
• Limited international trade makes the economy less susceptible to external forces (except gas, as
it is a net exporter)

1
2

McKinsey Global Institute.
IMF World Economic Outlook.
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Comparative Indicators
Myanmar’s latent potential Is still to be developed

Gas Reserve and Production3
25,000

23,000

billion cubic feet

20,000
15,000
10,000

7,300

5,000

593
-

Proven Reserve (2017)
Myanmar

1,630

Yearly Production (2014)
Thailand

Oil Reserve and Production4
500

400

millions of barrels

400
300
200
100
-

100

94.2
5.5

Proven Reserve (2017)
Myanmar

3
4

U.S. Energy Information Administration.
U.S. Energy Information Administration.
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Comparative Indicators (continued)
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)5
30.0

Approved FDI (US$bn)

25.0

22.4

20.0
15.0

-

6.6

4.1

2013

2014
Myanmar

Myanmar
4.7m visitors

6

9.5

8.0

10.0
5.0

5

24.4

22.8

21.9

2015
Vietnam

Tourist Arrivals, 20156
Vietnam
7.9m visitors

Myanmar: DICA; Vietnam: General Statistics Office of Vietnam.
ASEAN, 31 January 2017.
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Comparative Indicators (continued)
Starting at a low base, Myanmar is ripe for explosive growth

Myanmar
14,157 GWh

Myanmar
21.8%

7
8

International Energy Agency.
World Bank.
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Electricity Production, 20147
Vietnam
140,913 GWh

Internet Users per 100 People, 20158
Vietnam
52.7%

Thailand
173,631 GWh

Thailand
39.3%
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Comparative Indicators (continued)
ATMs per 1,000,000 adults, 20159

Thailand

1,135

Vietnam

240

Myanmar

19
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-
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1,200
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Mobile Cellular Subscriptions per 100 people10
180%
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140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
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Myanmar

9

World Bank.
World Bank.

10
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Myanmar Summary - Strategic Importance
•

Located between China, India and Thailand, which represents 35% of global population

•

Strategically important to China’s One Belt One Road strategy providing direct access to
the Indian Ocean

•

Already significant investment from Chinese, Japanese, Korea, Thai and Malaysian
corporates

•

DFIs from US, Norway, Holland and others have already extended attractive funding to
Myanmar projects

•

Focus has been on petrochemicals, banking and telecoms but will grow to cover services,
manufacturing and agri-businesses
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•

Consumer / Retail
Education
Infrastructure
Healthcare
Telecoms
Financial Services
Manufacturing
Agriculture
Tourism

Myanmar has a youthful population with a median age of 28.6 years; this has a
significant influence on future economic growth rates and consumer spending

Appendix 2: Sector Snapshots

Consumer / Retail
Consumer spending forecast to triple to US$100bn by 2030
•

Per McKinsey, the middle and affluent class (MAC) could grow to 19m by 2030, tripling consumer
spending from US$35bn to US$100bn.

•

While consumer spending on lifestyle/convenience goods (eg electronic goods) spikes sharply
when consumers hit MAC income levels, highest growth comes from discretionary and seminecessities items such as household, apparel and health care goods.

•

Per Colliers International as at Q2 2016 the average occupancy rate for city retail space was 93%;
expansion in future supply is likely to be led by sizeable shopping malls of modern standards.11

•

The retail market at present is broadly characterised as a domestically dominated market with
mostly local investors due to legal restrictions.

•

Per the new Myanmar Investment Law, enacted in 2016, retail sector is further opened to foreign
investors. Foreign investments are allowed in supermarkets and hypermarkets with floor area
larger than 929 sq m.12

•

Grocery and convenience stores, pharmacies, fashion and fabric shops are the most common
outlet types, accounting for 45% of total retail sector.

Modern shopping centres are now opening up

11
12

Colliers International.
“Notification 15/ 2017; Restricted Investment Activities” (in Myanmar), DICA, April 2017.
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Education
80% of public schools are multi-grade, without walls or partitions and a lack of facilities
•

Poor local education system due to government policies after 1962 military coup.

•

Challenges are (i) inadequate infrastructure; (ii) shortage of well trained teachers; (iii) outdated
curriculum and assessment system; and (iv) high dropout rate.

•

Policies have been changed to favour education with 9% of state budget allocated to education
for 2017/18 fiscal year increasing from 6.5% in the 2012/13 fiscal year.

•

5.3m middle and affluent population forecast to grow to 10.3m in 2020 – this segment drives
demand for international schools.

•

Increase in foreign investment coupled with strong economic growth will substantially increase
demand for educated and skilled manpower.

•

Foreign participation restricted within the national education system from primary to tertiary.

•

Foreign participation permitted in international schools for prekindergarten to Grade 12,
colleges and vocational training.
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Infrastructure
US$320bn investment needed; 134th/140 infrastructure ranking
•

Construction of roads, bridges, power plants, ports etc are fundamental to the development of
the economy.

•

Myanmar is ranked 113 out of 160 countries in logistics (up from 145 in 2014) 13 and 134 out of
140 for overall quality of infrastructure.14

•

McKinsey expects that US$320bn infrastructure investment is needed by 2030 and economic
output from infrastructure is expected to increase from US$10.5bn in 2010 to US$ 48.8bn in
2030.

•

Myanmar’s power grid only reaches about 37% of the country as of 2016, yet targets a 100%
electrification rate by 2030 and the total investment cost is estimated at US$30bn.

•

Road density for Myanmar is 2km/1000
people (compared to 11km/1000 people for
ASEAN overall).

•

Myanmar needs to increase its road
network from the current 157,000 km to
about 260,000 km just to connect all
villages.

•

Water supply network covers only 60% of
Yangon and does not extend to informal
settlements.

13
14

World Bank.
World Economic Forum.
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Healthcare
94% of health care costs covered by patients
•

Healthcare is chronically underdeveloped and centred around 3 main hubs in Yangon, Mandalay
and Nay Pi Taw.

•

Poor infrastructure in public hospitals forces demand to private ones. However, presence of
private and international hospitals is still limited.

•

Growing demand for high quality health care services from Myanmar middle and affluent class
(“MAC”) is still largely unmet. We estimate MAC in Myanmar spend US$210m p.a. to go
overseas for health care services, mostly to Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia.

•

As of 2014, 94% of private healthcare expenditure is spent out-of-pocket by the patients while
those of Vietnam and Thailand are 80% and 57% respectively. Penetration of medical insurance
via liberalisation of insurance sector should be major growth driver for private healthcare
industry revenue.

•

Foreign investors are encouraged to invest in health care sector through joint ventures with local
partners.
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Telecoms
Mobile penetration from 5% in 2013 to 75% in 2016
•

From one of the least penetrated global markets to the 4th fastest growing telecom market in
Q3 2016.15

•

Given size of Myanmar (over 676,000 sq. km), massive need for further deployment of telecom
infrastructure to service telecom companies as well as the corporate sector (banks,
multinational companies).

•

The opening of the banking and telecom sectors also introduces demand for ancillary services,
such as call and data centres, international private secured connections and other value-added
services, but the supply is limited even in metropolitan cities like Yangon and Mandalay.

•

Telecom infrastructure, last-mile ISP, call and data centre segments are open to foreign
participation.

SIM cards that used to cost thousands of dollars now retail for less than US$2

15

Ericsson Mobility Report, November 2016.
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Financial Services
Only 5% of Myanmar’s population have a bank account
~30% have access to formal financial services
•

Myanmar is one of the world’s most “under banked” countries; only 5% of adults have a bank
account.

•

As of June 2016, there are 3.7 banks branches per 100,000 people which is an increase from 2.5
banks as of August 2014.

•

Bank loans comprise a mere 18% of GDP compared to 112% in Vietnam and 63% in Cambodia.

•

~30% of the population have formal access to financial services.

•

Still largely a cash-based society with costly and bulky physical cash transfers – highest
denomination note is Kyat 10,000 (US$7.35 equivalent).

•

Potential to leapfrog bank branch networks directly to mobile payments with high mobile phone
penetration.

•

Several mobile money and payments concepts at play in the country, but a market leader has
yet to emerge.
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Manufacturing
This sector is projected to grow to a US$69.4bn industry by 2030
•

In 2015, Myanmar exported US$12.4bn - just 5% of Thailand’s US$231bn.

•

Current export sales make up just 21% of GDP compared to 70% in Thailand and 90% Vietnam.

•

Exports consist mainly of primary products and imports mainly of manufactured products.

•

Myanmar’s new export strategy aims to diversify away from commodities, which account for 2/3
of the country's exports.

•

McKinsey believes that manufacturing, as a key sector to expanding Myanmar’s economic
output and development, will grow from US$9.8bn in 2010 to US$69.4bn in 2030.

•

The Myanmar Investment Law of 2016 aims to encourage export-oriented businesses with tax
privileges and custom duty exemptions when importing raw materials.

•

Lack of capital is a major constraint.
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Agriculture
70% of Myanmar population is employed in agriculture, constituting 26% of GDP
•

Immense agricultural potential with natural endowment of fertile land.

•

Myanmar was known as an “Asia’s rice bowl” and the world’s largest rice exporter in the 1960s.

•

Agriculture employs 70% of the population compared to 32% in Thailand and 48% in Vietnam,
and accounts for 26% of GDP compared to 9% in Thailand and 17% in Vietnam.

•

As most farmers rely on archaic methods (such as an ox-plough), tremendous opportunities for
mechanisation exist.

•

Serious lack of financing for Myanmar’s agricultural sector – government banks can only provide
financing for 50% of costs with the remainder funded through informal moneylenders.

•

Significant opportunities exist in agribusiness eg fertilizer, animal feed, rice milling, equipment
supplies.
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Tourism
40% CAGR in tourist arrivals between 2010 and 2016; US$2.1bn revenues generated in 2015
•

Myanmar, also known as the “Golden Land,” features many tourist attractions such as temples,
archaeological sites and beaches.

•

Potential to become one of the largest tourist markets in ASEAN yet remains a fledgling tourism
industry lagging far behind regional peers.

•

In 2015, Myanmar received 4.7m visitors while Thailand and Vietnam received 29.9m and 7.9m
respectively .

•

However, the number of tourists visiting Myanmar is rising sharply, at a CAGR of 40% from 2010
to 2016 (generating revenue of US$2.1bn in 2015), and Myanmar Tourism Master Plan targets
tourism receipts of US$10.18bn by 2020.

•

Shortage of rooms: only c50,000 guestrooms are available in 1,279 hotels, motels, guesthouses
(Yangon alone has 5.2m urban residents). Only 18% of current room supply comes from 48
foreign investment projects.

•

Tremendous opportunities for investment into entertainment and tourism attractions, tour and
transport operators. Foreign investors are allowed to invest in these businesses with or without
local partners.
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